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Agenda Item 3
Minutes of the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee Meeting held on 17
January 2020
Present: Ian Parry (Chairman)
Attendance
Tina Clements (ViceChairman)
Keith Flunder
Syed Hussain
Julia Jessel
Ian Lawson

Rev. Preb. M. Metcalf
Kyle Robinson
David Smith
Simon Tagg
Bernard Williams

Also in attendance: Jonathan Price, Philip White and Mark Winnington
Apologies: Helen Fisher and Gill Heath
PART ONE
72.

Declarations of Interest

Julia Jessel declared an interest in Minute 79, in her capacity as Chairman of the
Countryside and Rights of Way Panel.
73.
Minutes of the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee held on 3
October 2019
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting of the Prosperous Staffordshire Select
Committee held on 3 October 2019 be confirmed and signed by the Chairman.
74.

Alternative Education Provision

The Committee considered a detailed overview of alternative education provision
commissioned for Staffordshire’s vulnerable learners. This included details on: funding;
permanent exclusions; pupil referral units/short stay schools; enhanced mainstream
schools; the alternative provision dynamic purchasing system; the alternative provision
panel; and education other than at school. From January 2019 the Local Authority had
established a weekly meeting of representatives across the Vulnerable Learning Service
called the Alternative Provision Panel (APP). Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) headteachers
attend on a rotational basis and there was an open invitation to representatives from
schools and academies. The purpose of the APP was to provide a level of scrutiny and
problem solving to the allocation and ongoing provision for young people who have
either been permanently excluded or required alternative education provision
commissioned by the Local Authority. The APP also considered Fair Access Protocol
cases and monitored and reviewed the Protocol. The APP also ensures that
appropriate checks were in place to evidence the young people were properly
safeguarded and reviewed.
-1-
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In wide-ranging discussion members expressed concern that young people were
spending extended periods of time in PRUs when these should be a short-term,
temporary measure with children being encouraged back into mainstream education or
other appropriate provision. It was acknowledged that this was an issue and work was
being done to address this.
A member questioned whether Inclusion was better than Exclusion. The response was
that in most cases it was. Early identification of special educational needs and
appropriate intervention was key. Efforts were being made to build in a more graduated
response into the system. Members commented that some schools were better at
managing exclusions than others and that it could be suggested that some schools were
less tolerant because they were guarding their reputations. They were informed that it
would be important to tackle individual schools’ behaviour policy and change the culture
in mainstream schools.
Members also questioned whether using the funding for innovative alternative options
had been investigated, for example closing the PRUs and using it to support
mainstream schools. They were informed that there were 402 schools in Staffordshire
and if the resource was spread in this way there would not be a sufficient level of
expertise to deploy. Officers pointed out that this approach had been taken in
Nottingham, and the levels of permanent exclusions were now growing. Concern was
expressed in relation to those cases where parents had been coerced into withdrawing
children from school and home educating them. Whilst many parents did an excellent
job there were questions around some parents’ ability to provide a good education and
the potential for abuse or neglect. Members were informed that previously there had
been one member of staff responsible for the EHE community but that two additional
members of staff had now been recruited. If there was any evidence of coercive
behaviour in a school this would be referred to Ofsted, whose framework was less
results driven with more focus on inclusion. A member referred to the poor performance
identified in two of the PRUs and questioned what was being done to ensure that a
quality service was being delivered. Members were reassured that one of these was
now under new management and the other had issues with the building which was
going to be replaced. A member commented that to achieve cultural change in a school
it was important to engage school governors, who now had a raised awareness of the
practice of off rolling which helped them when sitting on an exclusion panel considering
the decision of a headteacher. They asked if there was a way of involving school
Governors more, perhaps by investing in training, to assist them when they were setting
up policies within their schools. The Cabinet Member responded that the role of
governors and governance were areas that he was interested in developing further. A
key role of the governing body was to provide constructive challenge and it would be
helpful if governors knew what questions to ask when considering exclusions, and work
would be undertaken on this suggestion.
A member queried whether there was an independent appeals process in place for
permanent exclusions. It was confirmed that this was the case, although in the last
academic year only four parents had taken that option. It was questioned whether
children were being subject to inequalities and it was reiterated that work was being
undertaken to encourage consistent behaviour policies across schools and to share
good practice around governance.
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In relation to primary aged children it was queried whether enough was being done in
addressing complex needs with early intervention, before the transition to secondary
school. It was acknowledged that some children’s needs were not identified early
enough, resulting in behavioural issues which could lead to permanent exclusion. A lot
of this work was tied in with the SEND agenda because many of these children would
have unidentified special educational needs. Identifying those children’s needs as early
as possible and addressing them as soon as possible was key. A member questioned
what tools or resources were provided to primary schools to support them in this work.
They were informed that ten years ago District Inclusion Partnerships had been set up in
secondary schools which were very effective, and two years ago their membership had
been widened to include primary schools. This brought schools together and provided
an opportunity to share information about children and the strategies they had used and
provided peer support and this partnership working had proved very effective in primary
schools. Some high needs block funding had been provided to the partnerships to
enable them to be innovative, often having a mentor to work across the primary schools
in their district, purchase a counsellor to work with a child or some therapeutic support.
Training had been provided by Entrust on dealing with an aggressive child and they
were also undertaking behaviour audits with a number of schools this term. SENCO
network events were also being run, there was evidence of good practice in the
transitioning of children from primary to secondary schools and special schools and
PRUs were going into mainstream schools to offer services and support.
A member asked what the objectives were that the Cabinet Members and officers were
working to. It was confirmed that the strategy had three stages to it, to stabilise the
picture, effecting change and to see placements reduced and children being in the right
place so that they can get the most out of their education and lead successful lives.
In conclusion, the Chairman commented that there were interesting developments but
questioned if these were marginal efforts and if they were radical enough and asked if
investigations had been made to identify good practice which could be embedded in
Staffordshire. Also, should different models be explored. The Cabinet member thanked
the Committee for their challenging questions and comments, particularly around
governance. He hoped the message which members took from the meeting was one of
aspiration that the children concerned would have better outcomes and better futures.
RESOLVED – That the overview of alternative education provision commissioned for
Staffordshire’s vulnerable learners be noted.
75.

Education and Skills Strategy: A Partnership Framework for Staffordshire

The committee considered details of the activity around the recently established
Education and Skills Strategic Group and its agreed work programme. The Education
and Skills Strategy: A Partnership Framework for Staffordshire was published in April
2019, with a clear vision: “That every Staffordshire child receives the best possible
education and is equipped with the learning, skills, aspirations and opportunities they
need to continue lifelong learning and forge a successful career, with fulfilled, healthy
lives, as responsible adults”.
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The inaugural meeting of the Education and Skills Strategic Group was held on 20 June
2019, with a membership reflecting the range of educational partners and providers
across Staffordshire and beyond. They considered presentations on the county
council’s new Raising Aspiration programme of research with Staffordshire University
and on the Future Economy and Local Industrial Strategy. The group agreed to seven
key priorities for its future work programme: Inclusion; Aspiration; Outcomes; Curriculum
Offer; Best Practice; Emotional Wellbeing; and Capacity. At its second meeting on 2
October 2019 the group discussed Aspiration and the Local Industrial Strategy with Alun
Rogers, interim LEP chair, and Best Practice with Bernie Pearce, Director of Blackfriars
Teaching School. The group agreed that its work programme for the coming year would
focus on Aspiration and Best Practice:




Aspiration - To convene a workshop to identify how all education providers
should use the information and intelligence of the Local Industrial Strategy and
also to identify and share existing good practice. The longer-term aim was to
define a broad “Staffordshire Curriculum” which reflects the values and skills
aspirations for the county.
Best Practice – To convene a workshop to identify sources of best practice, but
with an emphasis on the development of personal characteristics. The longerterm aim for this priority was to define a broad “Staffordshire Curriculum” which
reflects the values and skills aspirations for the county.

In addition, the group agreed to adopt the “Framework for Ethical Leadership in
Education” of selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and
leadership, contained in the Final Report of the Ethical Leadership Commission in
January 2019. They also agreed to establish a task and finish group to develop
proposals for the first “Staffordshire Education and Skills Conference” in Summer 2020,
to draw together the diverse range of providers and partners to showcase good practice
and the work of the strategic group.
The Chairman expressed concern that there had been an expectation that the strategic
group would take a strong role in school improvement and hold people to accountschools, governing bodies, headteachers – for under-achievement and performance and
this did not seem to be the case. The Cabinet member pointed out that it was important
to recognise that the education system was incredibly diverse and involved a lot of
stakeholders and centres of power and decision-making and the purpose of this
exercise was to draw them together and give them a sense of shared purpose and
shared responsibility so that they can be held to account and the system can hold itself
to account. It was therefore important to bond that group together. A member
commented that what was needed was sector improvement through self-help, but also
direct accountability for outcomes. The parent governor representative expressed the
view that the strategic group provided a useful opportunity to network and have
influence on schools through the workshops.
A member queried how businesses were engaging with the strategy and was informed
that the link to these would be through the LEP. It was agreed that lifelong learning and
upskilling was very important, not just in relation to jobs but also on a personal wellbeing
level, and that members could be ambassadors for this and raising aspirations. A
member asked about satisfaction levels with sixth forms, in particular careers advice
and guidance but also standards of teaching. They were informed that there was a big
-4-
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disparity in terms of outcomes in the county. The challenge was that most of the high
schools were academies and it was therefore difficult to exert influence. Larger sixth
forms tended to do better as they were able to offer a broader range of curriculum
choice. The LEP is the vehicle for careers advice, together with the Local Industrial
Strategy around education and skills.
RESOLVED – That the committee note the activity of the recently-established Education
and Skills Strategic Group and its agreed work programme and emphasise the need for
the group to bring about improvement, with demonstrable outcomes.
76.

Staffordshire Library Service 2020-2025

Members considered a draft report and presentation on the Staffordshire Library Service
2020-2025 which was to be taken to Cabinet on 19 February 2020, which outlined the
range of activity which took place across Staffordshire Libraries and the value that this
activity delivered within communities. Cabinet would also be asked to endorse and
agree the reviewed support package for the community managed library model which
would enable the sustainability of Community Managed Libraries and support their work
within communities. Cabinet would also be asked to agree the key milestones and
overall timescale.
It was acknowledged that the transformation of the Library Service had been well
managed, and Staffordshire had a Community Managed Library Network and support
offer that was nationally recognised as best practice. To ensure the continued success
of Staffordshire County Council’s community managed library model, ongoing support
and investment was essential. Members acknowledged that there was a risk that
Community Libraries might fail if the level of support was reduced. Concern was
expressed over volunteers being asked to do more in relation to cleaning and grounds
maintenance and that this could lead to a reduction in volunteers’ goodwill. Members
were informed that discussions had begun with community managed organisations on
the Cabinet report and were assured that it was not the intention to put an onerous
burden on the volunteers.
The committee recognised that there was a high level of satisfaction with the library
service, and members referred to a number of examples of successful libraries in their
local areas which had expanded the service offer and asked if these were typical. They
were informed that all of the Community Managed Libraries had worked hard at
providing an offer that was appropriate to their community setting, combined with a
statutory duty to provide “a comprehensive and efficient library service for all persons”.
For example some of the libraries focused on employment and training, others had
focused more on activities for children and young people. There was a great variety of
offer and none of them were exactly the same. A member commented that it would be
important to ensure that the service was sustained and improved in the future.
The committee acknowledged the wonderful contribution made by local volunteers and
commented that it was very important to provide support and training for them. They
were informed that there was a very good training package and every effort was made
to ensure that the volunteers at the Community Managed Libraries did not fall behind
the County Council managed libraries. When the new IT was being rolled out the
volunteers had a training package which was akin to the County Council’s workforce.
-5-
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The committee thanked both the officers and volunteers for their hard work and
resilience.
RESOLVED – That:
a) The draft recommendations to Cabinet contained within the Staffordshire Library
Service 2020-2025 report be noted;
b) The range of activity which takes place across Staffordshire Libraries and the
value that this activity delivers within communities be noted; and
c) The comments of the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee on the overall
direction of travel for the Library Service and the proposed support package for
the community managed library model which will enable the sustainability of the
community managed libraries and support their work within communities be fed
back to the Cabinet at their meeting on 19 February 2020.
77.

Work Programme

In considering their Work Programme, members were informed that an update on the
Delivery of Housing in Staffordshire would now be brought for consideration to their
November meeting, instead of February, as officers were waiting for government policy
guidance and information on funding. A meeting of the SEND Working Group was to
be held on 23 January. They were informed that the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
Opposition Vice-Chairman had met with officers the previous week to undertake a
scoping exercise for the Inquiry Day on Community Transport, to be held in April.
RESOLVED – That the Work Programme be noted.
78.

Exclusion of the Public

RESOLVED – That the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of
business which involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the
paragraphs of Schedule 12A (as amended) of the Local Government Act 1972 indicated
below.
79.

Update on Section 53 Applications

(Exemption paragraph 5)

Chairman
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Our ﬁve year strategy
to respond to the Covid-19 crisis
...and lead Staffordshire’s recovery, renewal and transformation
into a thriving, digital, high-value and clean economy
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Foreword
from the Leader of Staffordshire County Council
We continue to be proud that the breadth and
depth of skills across Staffordshire continues
to improve at a rate far greater than across the
country, and we will continue to invest in worldclass connectivity, roads and infrastructure, and
first-class business support - the practicalities that
businesses need to recover and grow – for as long
as it takes.

Our ambitions for Staffordshire’s businesses
and people have not changed. We will be one
of the highest performing shire counties in
the country, creating great jobs and growth.
There’s no doubt that coronavirus has had an
unprecedented effect on the UK economy and
here in Staffordshire, and we anticipate tough
times ahead for businesses.

The role of the county council is central to
supporting everyone during these changing times.
As well as continuing to invest in the conditions
all businesses need to thrive, the current situation
has also presented us with many opportunities
to further develop the Staffordshire economy by
supporting the creation of those clean, digital,
highly productive businesses that will provide the
jobs of the future.

But we are still ambitious for Staffordshire’s
growth, recovery and renewal. Although the
county’s economic landscape will be different, our
aim remains that Staffordshire will still be on the
national and international business map for the
benefit of local people and our businesses.
We will still be one of the best performing
counties in the country with our businesses
highly productive and our residents earning good
money through more and better jobs. That has
not changed. It’s just going to be a different and
challenging journey to get there.

Our ambitious five-year Economic Recovery
and Renewal Strategy builds on that to invest
and support where it’s needed to create longterm stability, growth and jobs for the people of
Staffordshire.

In Staffordshire, the recovery and renewal of our
economy is already underway - we are better
placed to do so than many, and we’re eager to get
back to business. Our local economy in general
remains strong because of its diversity, and the
resilience of our businesses. It will continue to be
into the future, not least because Staffordshire is
still one of the most cost-effective areas of the UK
to regrow, renew and thrive.

Philip Atkins OBE
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Our vision for a strong,
resilient economy
Our vision: recovery, but also renewal and transformation
Staffordshire is one of the best places in the UK
to recover, grow and thrive; with world-class
connectivity, one of the fastest-improving skill
bases in the country, and low costs. Whilst there’s
no doubt that COVID-19 has had an unprecedented
impact on our economy, we will continue to invest
and support these advantages which are the
conditions that all businesses need at the same
time as supporting transformation into a changed
economic landscape: a thriving digital-led, highvalue and clean economy.

connections and greener living give everyone the
opportunity to prosper, be healthy and happy.
Key to this is a continued focus on the economy,
so that Staffordshire people are able to access
good jobs that raise their living standards, whilst
also improving physical and mental health. As we
plan for the recovery and renewal of our economy,
we must recognise the shift in business models
and embrace the digital and climate change
opportunities that have arisen to transform our
economy to be robust and able to thrive.

The county council’s vision, as set out in our
Strategic Plan, still stands true as we plan for
recovery: A county where big ambitions, great

Therefore, the vision for this Strategy is:

That the Staffordshire economy recovers, renews and transforms post COVID-19 into a place where clean,
productive businesses are created and thrive whilst existing business are supported to fully participate in
the new, stronger, more competitive economy; ensuring that everyone in Staffordshire has access to more
good jobs and shares the benefits of economic growth.

HIGHER
SKILLS
GROWTH

9,000
OVER

The improvement and growth in skill levels
is growing faster across Stoke-on-Trent and
Staffordshire compared to nationally, with
40,800 more adults having formal qualiﬁcations
and 58,500 more adults qualiﬁed to degree
level or higher in just 5 years.

PROGRESSING

Over, 9,000 people involved in the £75m+ Strategic Skills
Programme have gone into work, education, training or an
apprenticeship, or have been upskilled to improve innovation
and productivity.

10,623

LEARNERS supported
by the 6 HUB SITES

The Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering Hub has created a surge in advanced manufacturing, engineering
and construction skills. In addition, a further 3,500 people have learnt new employability skills at i54 South
Staffordshire alone, one of Europe’s premier business parks.
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Our aims: mitigation, partnership working, greener, renewal
4.	We will ensure climate change is always at the
heart of our thinking and delivery planning.

1.	Through our understanding of the potential
impacts of COVID-19 on the local economy, we
will develop and implement plans to mitigate
against these impacts including the use of
external and local funding to assist in the
immediate response.

5.	Work with our partners to deliver the strategy,
including accessing funding and lobbying for
additional powers where necessary.
6.	Throughout the delivery of the strategy,
continue to maintain confidence and trust
of the business community through 		
communications and engagement.

2.	To develop plans to refresh and reinstate
delivery programmes that are aligned to
our strategic priorities across the themes
of business environment, people, place,
infrastructure and ideas.
3.	To develop plans for new programmes that
will support the recovery, renewal and
transformation of the local economy.

Our County: a strong track record, and one of the best places to
recover and thrive in the UK



3,000,000
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Connected, competitive, complementary,
collaborative – are the key terms that define our
area. Located at the heart of the UK, the vibrant
corridors and urban centres of the connected
county of Staffordshire form a growing economic
powerhouse. The COVID-19 crisis has impacted
this growth, and we anticipate tough times ahead
for some businesses, but we remain confident and
ambitious for Staffordshire businesses and our
economic landscape.

Whilst the county is home to many world-renowned
brands, most of our businesses are small and
medium enterprises. They are the lifeblood of
our economy; many have diversified during the
COVID-19 crisis and many have even diversified to
join the fight against the disease. Our SME’s are
innovative and hard working - a great combination.

This Strategy outlines our ambitious and achievable
plans as to how we will mitigate the impacts of the
crisis and take advantage of opportunities that have
arisen to transform the local economy.
Staffordshire boasts a diverse economy with
significant strengths in automotive (Jaguar Land
Rover, Gestamp), aerospace (Moog), energy
(General Electric, ABB), medical technologies,
(Cobra Biologics, Biocomposites), construction
(JCB, KMF), digital (Risual) and agri-tech to
name a few. Cobra Biologics, based at Keele
University’s Science and Innovation Park, is even
a part of the University of Oxford’s vaccine group.
Our economy is a microcosm of the UK with
dominance in service sectors, but our thriving and
growing high-value manufacturing base puts us in
a unique position. Supporting such industries and
their supply chains through the crisis and beyond
will play an important part in rebalancing our
economy, moving away from the low-value, lowwage industries that have formed the backbone of
our economy in the recent past.

Whilst we face challenges, our strengths are
numerous, not least our location at the heart of the
country. Forward thinking and outward looking,
we already have plans in place or in development
with a number of bordering economies. Through
a common purpose and shared resource, we are
fully exploiting our unique geography and worldclass connectivity to maximise growth, particularly
through the Midlands Engine, Midlands Connect
and Constellation Partnership.
Staffordshire’s skills gap is also decreasing. No
longer just the place for traditional skills, the
rate at which our skill base is improving is one of
the fastest in the UK, with a workforce of over
3 million all within an hour. The Skills Strategy has
responded to business need for more advanced
manufacturing, engineering and digital skills,
and our three main universities will allow us to
further develop the skills of residents. We have
several high performing colleges across all parts of
the county, including the Newcastle and Stafford
College Group, the first college to achieve a rating
of outstanding under the new Ofsted regime.
Staffordshire will be surrounded by a number of
new full-HS2 stations and benefit from classiccompatible HS2 services. Ensuring the best
connectivity possible to these stations throughout
the county will provide significant future
opportunities for growth with travel to London
being possible in under an hour.
The county town of Stafford and larger towns
throughout the county including Burton upon
Trent, Uttoxeter, Cannock, Rugeley, Lichfield,
Tamworth, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Biddulph, Leek
and Cheadle remain the primary hubs of economic
activity and where most of our residents live.
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The changing nature of retail has presented
challenges for almost all town centres, an issue
that may be further compounded by the COVID-19
crisis, with work to reshape and repurpose town
centres being an increasingly important issue.

local industries, not least the food and drink sector.
The brewing industry in Burton upon Trent is one
of most historic and notable local assets.
Our track record speaks for itself. Staffordshire
delivers regeneration, redevelopment, infrastructure
investment and economic growth. We have
seen results that have created more, better
jobs. Results to inspire trust that Staffordshire
County Council and local leaders have
developed the right local solution.

Whilst our urban centres are the primary
residential and business locations, much of the
county is rural and there has been significant
development of our rural economy in recent years.
Our natural assets such the Cannock Chase Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Peak District
National Park, alongside numerous attractions
including Alton Towers and Drayton Manor theme
parks, has supported sustained growth of our
tourism sector. Farming also remains a vital part
of the Staffordshire landscape and supports many

That is why we firmly believe our strategy will
make a difference - it will support our economy to
recover from the public health crisis and then
enable it to transform and grow through clean,
digital, highly productive industries.

The context of recovery and renewal
would of course be extremely welcome, although
it must be considered that there is some likelihood
that we will enter a period of longer-term recession
whilst differing parts of the UK should be expected
to recover at different paces.

The unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 public
health crisis and the resulting effects felt around
the globe mean that the longer-term impacts
are extremely difficult to predict.

Never have we experienced such a wide-scale
lockdown of all the major world economies with
previous economic downturns primarily only affecting
discrete geographies and/or industrial sectors.
Interventions made to help support and minimise
the economic impact of the pandemic have
also varied, and the ultimate success of these
policies will only become evident following the
easing of lockdown measures. Within the UK, the
government has made several very significant
interventions to help to ensure that the economy
can get moving again as quickly as possible,
primarily through attempts to minimise business
closures and job losses.

The danger of entering a period of recession is
that the structural make-up of areas will determine
the length and severity of the impact. The
sectors that are often hardest hit by recession,
namely manufacturing and construction, could
be negatively impacted as consumer spending is
supressed. This would suggest that many areas
outside of the South East, and particularly the
Midlands and the North, could experience the
economic impacts for longer. Whilst interventions
will have sustained many people’s incomes,
spending across the economy has fallen. The hope
is that they will spend freely once again when it is
safe to do so.

The Office for Budget Responsibility has predicted
that these measures will help to enable a
significant recovery of the UK economy towards
the end of 2020, although recognising that this
is very uncertain and may change. This scenario

As there are a range of scenarios being considered
globally and nationally, it is important that this
strategy and our associated delivery plans are
flexible enough to respond to whichever scenario
becomes a reality.
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Responding, recovering, renewing and transforming
Despite the uncertainty as to how this will all play
out over the medium-to-long term, there is no
doubt that there will be a period where we need
to respond to the immediate crisis and support
our economy to recover. But in the longer-term
there are opportunities that have arisen that
we need to grasp to hasten the development of
the Staffordshire economy; the most obvious
being the positive environmental impacts bought
about by the general reduction in travel and

much greater prevalence of home working.
But there are a whole range of opportunities
considered throughout the strategy. Delivering
the strategy and taking full advantage of these
opportunities will further enable the Staffordshire
economy to renew and ultimately transform into
a place where clean, productive businesses are
created and thrive whilst existing business are
supported to fully participate in the new economy.
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Why a five year plan? Our economic priorities for
the next five years
Our Economic Recovery, Renewal & Transformation Strategy sets out our priorities for the
next five years through four, non-linear phases:


Respond – support our businesses and residents through the COVID-19 crisis.

 R
ecover – create the conditions to support our businesses and residents to return-towork as soon as possible.
 R
enew – continue to progress those priorities that will play an important role in achieving
our ambitions to develop the local economy beyond the current crisis.
 T
ransform – utilise the opportunities presented by the current economic conditions by
supporting the transformation of the local economy to be digital, clean and higher-value.

These will be flexible in view of:

Our strategy will both support and shape the wider
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Local Resilience
Forum Recovery Planning and the Local Enterprise
Partnerships plans.

 
The possible need to reinstate lockdown (the
‘respond’ phase) at some level in response to
regional spikes of COVID-19 cases.


Furthermore, we will feed into and shape wider
regional and cross-boundary approaches such as
the Constellation Partnership and the Midlands
Engine (to name but two).

he possible need for the county council to
T
revise the corporate Strategic Plan, MediumTerm Financial Strategy, other wider strategies
and transformation programmes, and that
our economic partners may need to do the
same or at least refresh their approach.
The Economic Recovery, Renewal &
Transformation Strategy sets out our economic
priorities that will form an important part of all
our own strategies and enable us to influence
and shape the strategies of others.

It is essential the county council has its own
Strategy, as we are uniquely placed to support
a whole-system approach to recovery, renewal
and transformation of our economy, due to our
responsibilities for transport, infrastructure,
environment, education, skills and health.

Our Economic Recovery, Renewal and
Transformation Strategy should therefore be
seen in the wider context in which we operate.
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Where we are now - Staffordshire’s economy, strengths 		
and opportunities
recession which will continue to affect jobs, wages
and spending. This will undoubtedly include some
business closures whilst many other businesses will
adapt to survive and thrive.

A challenge....
Many economic commentators are currently
suggesting that there is likely to be a significant
economic downturn as a result of the COVID-19
crisis, the size of which will at least partly depend
on the effectiveness and duration of public health
measures and ultimately the exit strategy.

A longer-term recession has the potential to affect
a range of different industries and therefore jobs
than those that have been immediately affected.
Whilst the Staffordshire economy has continued
to restructure in recent years, manufacturing and
construction industries remain vulnerable and are
a vital part of the local economy accounting for a
fifth of all total employment within the county.

In terms of unemployment there are early signs
that there is likely to be the sharpest spike
on record. Staffordshire is already seeing in
an increase in the number of people claiming
unemployment benefits with more expected due
to the prevalence of jobs in high-risk sectors.

However, it remains important to remember
that Staffordshire remains a powerful economic
entity whilst significant progress has been made
in supporting the growth of the local economy
in recent years. The county is home to around
875,000 people with the right skills for recovery
and a vast array of world-renowned international
companies, world-class connectivity and the right
conditions for businesses to recover, grow and
thrive.

It would be expected and hoped that the
interventions made will enable at least some of
the sectors most immediately affected by the
crisis to quickly recover. The hospitality industry
for instance should be able to operate from July,
alongside government guidelines and if it is safe
to do so. Although there must be recognition
that it is likely that will enter a sustained period of
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Our strengths and opportunities...
We have several high performing colleges
across all parts of the county, including the
Newcastle and Stafford College Group, the first
college to achieve a rating of outstanding under
the new Ofsted regime.

World class connectivity
While we face challenges, our strengths are
numerous, not least our location at the heart of the
country. Forward thinking and outward looking,
we already have plans in place or in development
with a number of bordering economies. Through
a common purpose and shared resource, we are
fully exploiting our unique geography and worldclass connectivity to maximise growth, particularly
through the Midlands Engine, Midlands Connect
and Constellation Partnership.

Closing the skills gap
Since 2014, we have seen

45%

Our location makes Staffordshire a hugely attractive
place to live, work and invest. This has made
Staffordshire particularly attractive to the logistics
industry which continues to grow and presents
significant opportunities for the future as the sector
moves towards greater use of technology and
cleaner ways to move goods around the country
and beyond.

growth of people with qualifications
We have a well-established and high-performing
skills system with providers that have had to
adapt to deliver education and training through
other means. Existing programmes and potential
flexibilities provide the opportunity to address
the recovery in skills, but there is an opportunity
to be more transformative and start to deliver
programmes that address longer-term skills issues
such as digital, leadership and management,
business improvement, lean, agile and automation
programmes.

Skills expansion
Staffordshire’s skills gap is also decreasing. No
longer just the place for traditional skills, the
rate at which our skill base is improving is one of
the fastest in the UK, with a workforce of over 3
million all within an hour. The Skills Strategy has
responded to business need for more advanced
manufacturing, engineering and digital skills, and
our three main universities will allow us to further
develop the skills of residents.
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Clean Innovation
Innovation within Staffordshire is also on the rise,
both within businesses and through our universities.
Ongoing innovation projects within the county
include the Smart Energy Network Demonstrator,
the HyDeploy project to trial injecting hydrogen
into the gas network and the Association of
Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and
Transport’s (ADEPT)- supported SMART transport
‘live-lab’ project at Keele University, as well as the
Digital Kiln project at Staffordshire University.

Cleaner working and commuting
The shift to a greater prevalence of homeworking
has had undoubted positive environmental
impacts. If at least a proportion of the increase
is sustained, this has the potential to impact
future investment decisions, not least related to
transport. Staffordshire remains a manufacturing
heartland though, with the concentration of
manufacturing and supply chain industries unlikely
to be able to shift to such new ways of working.
After all, we cannot yet build products remotely.
A key finding of the SIP is also that there has
been underinvestment in our transport system,
particularly roads, and there is therefore a need
for investment to ensure what we currently have
operates as effectively as possible before even
considering the substantial growth in housing and
employment planned over the next twenty years

Continued investment for long–term stability
Our success in creating the conditions to support
growth has led to many large-scale investments
made by companies indigenous to the county
and from beyond. The continued development of
employment sites will undoubtedly be important
in continuing to support growth within the
county.

In summary, the Staffordshire economy has clearly
been greatly affected by the COVID-19 crisis and
is likely to continue to be for some time to come.
However, the local economy remains strong and
there are huge opportunities that the county is well
placed to take advantage of if we make the right
interventions and investments in the coming years.

The county council’s Strategic Infrastructure Plan
(SIP) highlights the vast amount of housing
planned to be delivered in Staffordshire in the
coming years, and the amount of infrastructure
spending required to support this growth. Whilst
any economic downturn will result in a suppression
in housing demand, the severe shortage of housing
in the country remains an issue and therefore
continuing to support housing and associated
infrastructure delivery will remain important
moving forwards.

The Strategy and associated delivery plan(s)
are underpinned by a live evidence base that is
updated weekly when new data, evidence and
research is released at a local, regional 		
and national level.
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The silver-lining of COVID-19 – Future challenges and further
opportunities to consider
Whist the COVID-19 crisis has undoubtedly
had a negative impact on the global economy,
the situation has raised several challenges and
opportunities that it will be important for us to
consider further. Grasping these opportunities
will likely go a long way to helping us achieve
our vision over the next five years.

Care
More widely than office-based sectors, many other
industries have been affected by the crisis and will
continue to be affected in the future. We have
a thriving care market which has never been so
revered as a career as it is now. We can support
new entrants to the care market to support these
essential services for our ageing population at a
competitive price.

	Perhaps most prominently, the COVID-19
crisis has shown many organisations,
especially those within office-based sectors,
that employees working remotely can
and does work. Of course, this change in
working patterns was already happening,
but the current situation has expediated this
change exponentially. This will undoubtedly
affect future business investment decisions,
but whilst it may seem that this could
simply lead to a reduction in the demand for
office space, we could actually experience
a shift in where there is demand with many
companies likely to question the value of
spending £50 per square foot upwards for
an office in parts of London, for example.
	As we already know within the county
council, the shift to greater levels of remote
working can have several benefits including
for productivity and the work-life balance of
employees. This shift is likely to mean the
workforce of many organisations, particularly
office-based, will be far more dispersed.
Many businesses within the county are
likely to be less reliant therefore on the
local workforce, whilst equally Staffordshire
residents may be more likely to work for
companies from a far wider geography.
This presents issues that will need to be
considered through delivery planning across
a number of themes including skills and
inward investment.

Logistics transformation
Logistics has been one of our key growth sectors
in recent years and whilst the closure of nonessential shops will have affected many logistics
companies, the overall impact on the sector
should only be relatively short to medium-term.
However, how logistics firms operate in the future
may change particularly as shopping habits
continue to shift online. This sector will also need
to respond to the low-carbon agenda, with the
granting of planning permission for the Strategic
Rail Freight Interchange proposal at Four Ashes,
supporting the shift towards moving more freight
by rail, with more smaller logistics operations
potentially required to serve local markets. Given
Staffordshire’s location and the prevalence of
logistics companies in our county there is a real
opportunity to transform the sector as part of
recovery.

	Increase our digital infrastructure as the
demand will be there - The shift for many
businesses to operating digitally has
happened in a number of weeks rather
than years as part of this move to remote
working. This presents an opportunity
for Staffordshire to speed up its plans for
high-quality digital infrastructure across the
county.
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The ‘Grand Challenges’

Getting people back to work

The ‘Grand Challenges’ outlined in the national
Industrial Strategy remain absolutely, if not more,
relevant despite the COVID-19 crisis:

One of the main challenges that we will face in the
coming months and possibly years is the need to
support the unemployed to become economically
active, in whatever form, once more. We know
from the past experiences of economic downturns
that there is an opportunity to support more
people to start their own business, including as an
alternative to re-entering the labour market. The
government’s Job Retention Scheme means that
there will be a proportion of our workforce that are
currently furloughed but are at significant risk of
being made redundant once that scheme comes to
an end.

	Artificial Intelligence and data
	Ageing society
	Clean growth
	Future of mobility
Creating the conditions for growth in businesses
that will help to address these challenges will go
a long way to achieving the vision and aims of
our Strategy. The environmental impacts, people
travelling more sustainably, the care sector being
revered more than it ever has been and many
businesses innovating and making far greater
use of digital connectivity are just a few of the
positives to come from the crisis that are directly
related to the ‘Grand Challenges’. We need to
ensure that we build upon these positives and not
simply return to the way things were before.

Town Centres and high streets
The wider impact on Staffordshire as a place
remains to be seen, particularly with regards to
how town centres recover following the easing
of the lockdown measures. As mentioned
previously, the closing of non-essential shops has
led to a significant increase in online shopping,
with retailers such as Amazon having to prioritise
deliveries in response to increased demand.
Whether this shift in the way people shop will
persist will only become clear as we enter the
recovery phase, but longer-term impacts on town
centres may expediate the need to reconsider and
reshape town centres.

Exit from the European Union - providing
more to our domestic market
Our exit from the European Union was already a
key consideration for where businesses choose to
locate in the future, but the COVID-19 crisis and its
effects on international movements of both people
and goods will now also affect future international
investment decisions. Being able to supply goods
to local markets and source supplies from the
same country are substantial opportunities for us
to grasp.

These are likely just a few of the issues we will
need to consider further moving forwards, with
many more likely to come to the fore through the
different phases of the Strategy. The priorities set
out in section 9 provide a broad framework as to
how such issues will be considered, with further
detail of specific programmes developed through
the delivery plan(s).

Air quality improvements
The lockdown has produced an overall reduction in
pollution, primarily due to the decline in transport
movements with many choosing to run, walk and
cycle. This, and how people are now more socially
aware, are the right conditions to continue to
develop and support the transition to sustainable
methods of travel. Having declared a Climate
Emergency prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, the
county council welcomes this, and is leading the
way in many regards not least those innovation
projects.

Simply returning to the way things were before
the crisis would therefore be a missed opportunity
and, alongside changing business practices and
sustainable transport, further measures to continue
the shift towards a low carbon, clean economy need
to be developed.
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Policy context
It also seems highly likely that there could be
a strong correlation between such areas and
primarily areas outside of the South East that it
seemed would be the focus of the government’s
levelling-up agenda. There is a strong argument
therefore for this to still progress although likely
with a greater focus on economic recovery.

Following the general election in December 2019,
the current government planned to progress
several important Bills through Parliament that are
related to the wider economic agenda. Clearly
there is a degree of uncertainty as to how and
when these will indeed now progress but what
remains clear is that many of the national priorities
prior to crisis will remain priorities afterwards,
although with potentially differing levels of
importance and focus. This section considers
some of the most significant national policy
agendas and what these may mean in the context
of COVID-19 and beyond.

Devolution
The devolution of powers and funding has been
a major national policy agenda for many years.
Much of this stems from Lord Heseltine’s No
Stone Unturned report, a review into supporting
economic growth across the country. So far,
the primary beneficiaries of devolution have
been those areas that have a Mayoral Combined
Authority, with the devolved powers and funding
differing somewhat for each area.

Levelling-up
The government’s levelling-up agenda is both
a response to support received in the general
election from areas that have failed to fully
experience the benefits of economic growth in
recent years and a recognition that there has been
underinvestment in areas outside of the South East
from successive governments.

The government has committed to producing a
Devolution White Paper this year. It is expected
that the paper will bring some consistency to what
powers and funding can and will be devolved
whilst also setting out the governance model(s)
that will be required, thereby enabling all parts of
the country to benefit from devolution. It can be
argued that the COVID-19 crisis has clearly shown
the need to expediate greater levels of devolution,
with many local organisations playing vital roles in
supporting their residents and businesses. There
is also a link to the ‘levelling-up’ agenda and how
associated funding and powers can be devolved
to areas. One of the major outputs of this strategy
is a piece of work by an external body considering
options of a Staffordshire model of devolution.

Our Strategic Infrastructure Plan shows that there
is evidence of underinvestment in Staffordshire
whilst forthcoming changes to the Treasury Green
Book appraisal process and planned substantial
increases in public sector investment mean
Staffordshire is well placed to fully implement the
government’s levelling-up agenda.
Clearly there is a possibility that levels of planned
spending may change in response to the vast
level of investment made to support the economy
through the crisis. However, whilst this is
currently uncertain, areas such as Staffordshire
may be more susceptible to being adversely
affected by a prolonged economic downturn.
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The Industrial Strategy

The Housing Strategy

The government’s Industrial Strategy sets out
a long-term plan to boost the productivity
and earning power of people throughout the
UK whilst providing the framework for Local
Industrial strategiess. Local industrial strategy’s,
led by Mayoral Combined Authorities or Local
Enterprise Partnerships, set out how local areas
will deliver the priorities set out within the national
Industrial Strategy, thereby having a strong focus
on increased levels of productivity. They intend
to promote the coordination of local and national
economic policy and funding streams and establish
new ways of working between national and local
government, and the public and private sectors.

Government published its Housing White Paper
for tackling problems in the housing market at
the beginning of 2017. This recognises that if
more new housing is to be built, at a faster rate,
it will have to be accompanied by investment in
new infrastructure. The housing strategy also
recognises the importance of strategic planning for
long-term growth.
Government has already committed to new
investment in housing, industry and infrastructure
in Staffordshire through various funding
programmes, primarily delivered through Homes
England. The sheer scale of the housing challenge
and the amount and type of housing being built in
recent years not meeting what the country requires
means that housebuilding will remain a major
priority moving forwards, although the demand
for housing is likely to be suppressed in the
short-term.

The primary focus on productivity will need
to change in the short to medium-term at least
given the need to support the national and local
economy to recover from the downturn. Ensuring
that people can return-to-work as soon as possible,
thereby limiting longer-term implications, will
therefore be a top priority. However, the issue of
relatively poor levels of productivity within the UK
remains a major issue and improving productivity
levels, linked to the levelling-up agenda, will be
one of the main priorities in the longer-term. The
opportunities presented through the crisis may
enable the creation of many more high-value, clean
jobs, an issue that needs to be considered at both
the national and local level.
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National Infrastructure Strategy
/ Borough Councils in recent years. It is expected
that New Homes Bonus will be reviewed as part of
the 2020 Comprehensive Spending Review.

The National Infrastructure Commission published
the first-ever National Infrastructure Assessment
for the UK in July 2018, making recommendations
for how the identified infrastructure needs and
priorities of the country should be addressed. The
assessment takes a long-term view, up to 2050 for
most infrastructure themes, and is an important
consideration as to what and how infrastructure
may need to change in the future, such as the
rollout of gigabit-capable digital connectivity
and the move towards electric and autonomous
vehicles.

All these issues are clearly vital to the funding
available to the county council and many of our
partners in the coming years, whilst devolution
also clearly has the potential to be important
to the future funding mix. We will therefore
need to continue to lobby for increased levels
of funding for local government, including the
county council, if we are to be able to continue to
deliver high-quality services for our residents and
businesses and support the development of the
local economy, as detailed within this strategy.

It is expected that Government will respond to the
National Infrastructure Assessment through the
National Infrastructure Strategy this year and this
will clearly be vital to future priorities and funding.

Exit from the European Union (EU)
The United Kingdom left the EU on 31st January.
We are currently within the transition period,
during which negotiations over our future
relationship with the EU are taking place and will
conclude at the end of the year. These negotiations
are on several matters that could have implications
for the local and national economy, but of most
importance to our businesses will be trade and
immigration.

The Fair Funding Review
The Fair Funding Review was begun in early
2016 and will affect how funding is allocated and
redistributed between local authorities. There
has been a clear recognition that the way local
authorities are funded is no longer sensible,
particularly relative to the significant decreases in
funding directed from central government to local
authorities over the last decade.

Those businesses that rely on trading with
countries within the EU, both for imports and
exports, and those reliant on EU workers will be
affected by these negotiations. The COVID-19
crisis will have also affected the ability of
businesses to trade and source labour from the
EU given border restrictions that have been in
place, and continue to be in place, although
the true impact of this will not be known until
all businesses begin to operate fully once more.
This does present opportunities, although there
are also risks and our future relationship with the
EU will be an important determinant of the future
dynamics of the local and national economies.

A particularly important aspect of the review
has been how the retention of business rates can
play its part in future local government funding,
with a clear desire for a greater proportion of
business rates to be retained locally, thereby
incentivising growth. Several pilots have taken
place as to how this may operate, one of which
the county council was part of.
Also relevant is New Homes Bonus, a payment
made to local authorities based on the number
of houses built in the area, incentivising housing
growth. Due to the split between upper and
lower-tier authorities, New Homes Bonus has been
of particular importance to the funding of District
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What we’ll do
Our strategic priorities that will achieve our overall vision and aims in response to the Covid-19
crisis and possible prolonged economic downtown will be guided by Respond, Recover, Renew and
Transform. These phases of the strategy will be non-linear.

RESPOND

RECOVER

RENEW

TRANSFORM

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
PEOPLE

INFRASTRUCTURE
PLACE
IDEAS

There are several issues that will be considered that cut across all the five themes including the:
 need to meet carbon-neutral targets.
	supporting inclusive growth to ensure all our residents benefit from the development of the
local economy including within urban and rural areas.
	communicating and engaging effectively with our businesses and residents, thereby
creating a strong Staffordshire identity.
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What we’ll do – the Business Environment
Respond – support our businesses to survive
through the crisis and continue to operate
if appropriate, including supporting those
businesses struggling with cashflow but remain
viable in the medium to long-term.

Renew – continue to support people to start their
own business and enable existing businesses to
invest within the county and thrive.
Sub-priorities
	Ensure that we have suitable sites and
premises ready and available so that
we can take advantage of future business
investment opportunities, which includes
the expansion and refurbishment of some
Enterprise Centres.e.

Recover – support those businesses affected
by the crisis to recover at the earliest
opportunity.
Sub-priorities
	Continue to support those businesses
with cashflow issues but remain viable.

	Following the withdrawal from the EU,
continue to consider and shape the
forthcoming Shared Prosperity Fund to
deliver an effective business support
service in Staffordshire.

	Support businesses to diversify into
new areas where the market they were
previously operating within has changed.
	Consider how we may support those
businesses that rely on overseas trade if
the crisis continues to adversely impact
imports and exports.

	As international markets begin to openup once more, support all our businesses
to trade by helping them to identify
opportunities to build their customer base.

	Support people to start their own business
with a focus on the unemployed and those
people currently furloughed but at risk of
becoming unemployed.

	Consider the types of business premises
that we are encouraging and directly
developing in Staffordshire in order to
ensure that developments are having
a positive impact on local government
finances and providing a revenue stream
to fund other schemes.

Transform – support and deliver schemes where
these are supporting companies to start-up, invest
and thrive within those clean, high-value and
transformational sectors that will form a vital part
of the future Staffordshire economy including sites,
premises and finance schemes.
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What we’ll do - People
Respond – ensure that residents are aware
of and able to access appropriate support
schemes through the crisis.

	Encourage a greater level of lifelong
learning and support people to upskill
and reskill throughout their working
lives.

Sub-priorities

	Develop an effective local careers advice
service that supports people in making
good career choices throughout their
lives, not only in terms of meeting the
needs of existing and future employers
but also encouraging people to start
their own business and develop the
leadership, management and other skills
necessary to ensure local businesses
have the greatest opportunities to
innovate and grow.

	Support rapid-retraining programmes to
support people to find employment in
those sectors that have grown during the
crisis.
	Work proactively with our skills providers
to ensure they continue to operate digitally
where possible through the crisis.
Recover – support and deliver employment
support schemes to ensure people that are made
redundant can return to work as quickly 		
as possible.

	Develop further vocational education
and training provision within
Staffordshire to support our key sectors
that require more technical skills. This
will include maximising the benefits of
the apprenticeship levy by encouraging
a greater number of higher-level
apprenticeship opportunities within the
county, enabling larger employers to
take greater ownership of their future
skills requirements.

Sub-priorities
	Ensure that support is provided to those
socio-economic groups most impacted by
the downturn including through equipping
people with skills for key sectors, of
particular importance for young people
who are most likely to suffer in the longterm.
	Work with our skills providers to return to
operating and delivering education and
training courses at the earliest possible
opportunity, including consideration of what
training opportunities may be required
to assist our businesses in their recovery.

	Address any issues that are either
discouraging or stopping residents from
entering employment, which depending
on the area can include generational
factors, health issues, poor educational
attainment, a lack of appropriate and
affordable childcare, a lack of affordable
housing in areas where there are good
employment opportunities, etc.

Renew – ensure that residents within Staffordshire
have the skills to meet the needs of our existing
and future businesses.
Sub-priorities

Transform – work with local and surrounding
skills providers to develop the skills amongst our
population that will meet the needs of the clean,
high-value and transformational businesses we
are aiming to develop and attract.

	Retain and attract skilled workers,
including graduates, by ensuring that
Staffordshire is an attractive place to live
and work.
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What we’ll do - Infrastructure
Respond – continue to maintain our transport
system to ensure that essential business and
workers are still able to move freely around the
county.

Sub-priorities
	Ensure that the substantial levels of
growth planned for Staffordshire can
be accommodated without being
detrimental to levels of accessibility and
connectivity.

Sub-priorities
	Support our public transport operators to
access available funding opportunities to
remain operational.

	Continue to support and work to
maximise the local economic benefits
of major infrastructure schemes such
as HS2, the A50(T) North Midlands
Manufacturing Growth Corridor and
M54-M6 Toll Link Road.

	Work with our digital infrastructure
providers to ensure all organisations and
residents can continue to operate digitally
where possible.

	Continue to improve broadband speed and
availability across Staffordshire, ensuring
that new housing and employment
developments have access to gigabitcapable broadband whilst also considering
how we maximise the benefits of improved
digital connectivity, including the use of 5G
and other emerging technologies.

Recover – ensure that infrastructure within
Staffordshire can support businesses and residents
in returning to work at the earliest opportunity.
Sub-priorities
	Work with public transport operators in
returning appropriate levels of service
through the recovery.

Transform – deliver those infrastructure projects
that will support the growth of those clean, highvalue and transformational sectors that will form a
vital part of the local economy in the future, with a
particularly focus on digital connectivity given the
significant shift in businesses / working practices
through the crisis and the inward investment
opportunities this presents.

	Further enable and support residents
and workers in being able to travel by
sustainable transport methods, particularly
walking and cycling, given the increases in
these activities seen during the crisis.
Renew – reconsider infrastructure projects in
response to the downturn and continue to
promote, deliver and support the delivery of
projects as appropriate.
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What we’ll do - Place
Respond – support those places that are most
adversely impacted by the crisis due to their
industrial structure by proactively sign-posting
to appropriate schemes.

	Continue to progress those aspirational,
transformational projects that will form a
vital part of the county’s future including
those schemes developed through the
Constellation Partnership such as Stafford
Gateway.

Recover – consider how positive environmental
impacts can be at least partly maintained through
the recovery whilst also ensuring we prioritise the
recovery of those areas most impacted by the
downturn.

	Continue to support our District / Borough
Council partners in their efforts to revitalise
and reshape their town centres.

Renew – continue to ensure that Staffordshire is an
attractive place to live, work, invest and visit.

Transform – consider the long-term vision for
Staffordshire as a place, including the changing
role of many town centres and how we continue
to protect and support the development of our
cultural and environmental assets and rural
areas.

Sub-priorities
	Address the issues related to the balance
of housing in Staffordshire, including a
lack of aspirational homes within parts of
the county and a need for smaller affordable
housing in rural areas to attract and retain
a younger population, whilst also allowing
older residents the opportunity to downsize
and free-up family housing.
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What we’ll do - Innovation
Respond – support those businesses and
organisations that are innovating and taking
advantage of new markets and opportunities
presented by the crisis.

	Encourage a greater level of innovation
amongst our local businesses and support
stronger links between businesses and
relevant research institutions.

Recover – support those businesses and
organisations involved in innovation activities and
projects affected by the crisis to begin operating
at the earliest opportunity given their importance
to the future local economy.

Transform – develop those innovation assets,
employment sites and premises that will support
the creation and investment of clean, high-value
and transformational businesses. This may include
the development of further science parks where
businesses and the university co-exist and cooperate.

Renew – continue to support and deliver those
innovation projects that will continue to be vital to
Staffordshire moving forwards.

Sub-priorities

Sub-priorities

	Support our businesses to diversify into
new, innovative markets, particularly where
the crisis has had a negative impact on the
business’s viability.

	Take full advantage of and build upon the
innovation strengths that we already have
within Staffordshire. This could include
the development of Catapult-type centres
relevant to our key sectors.
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How we’ll do it
Achieving our mission and objectives will require
the delivery of projects and programmes aligned
to our strategic priorities. These projects and
programmes will evolve throughout the delivery
of the strategy. They are therefore set out in the
strategy’s supporting delivery plan which will be
reviewed on a regular basis, including against
performance of the delivery plan in achieving
the strategy’s vision and aims. This section
sets out the overarching strategic principles for
the delivery plan, including brief consideration
of some of the activity already taking place in
response to the COVID-19 crisis.

For people at risk of redundancy or already
redundant/ laid off, NCS carry out a telephone
skills analysis and give whatever support is
needed. This includes signposting businesses and
individuals to other support provision offered via
a range of partners. NCS match people to the
vacancies that they have been notified of and the
ones they have obtained for themselves.

What we’re already doing
We’ve moved at speed to make a difference at the
time when people and businesses most needed it.

Start-up support scheme

At a local level we have so far:

A £0.36m business start-up scheme has been
developed to enable and support residents at
risk of redundancy in starting their own business,
enabling residents to remain economically active
and hopefully create successful businesses that go
on to become employers.

Delayed rent payments
For those businesses that the county council
is their tenant, we have agreed to delay rent
payments to support these businesses through
these difficult times and help with their cashflow.

Offered the Emergency Grant Scheme for
micro-businesses
 he £500,000 fund has made a considerable
T
difference to micro-businesses across Staffordshire
not eligible for other grants or support and was
closed due to demand in just five days.
The National Careers Service (NCS) are leading
this work with the employers and individuals in
scope. For people at risk of redundancy or already
redundant/ laid off, NCS carry out a telephone
skills analysis and give whatever support is
needed. This includes signposting businesses and
individuals to other support provision offered via
a range of partners. NCS match people to the
vacancies that they have been notified of and the
ones they have obtained for themselves.

Redundancy & Recruitment Triage service
The County Council and City Council, on behalf
of SSLEP, have created a triage service to help
those made jobless, as a result of the COVID-19
crisis, back into employment,
including many in Apprenticeship roles. The
National Careers Service (NCS) are leading this
work with the employers and individuals in
scope.
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What we’ll continue to do - laying the conditions for growth
Prior to and during the COVID-19 crisis, a range
of activities have continued to progress. Many, if
not all, of these will remain vital to achieving our
ambitions for the Staffordshire economy over the
next 5 years as they lay the conditions for growth
and develop long-term stability. However, through
the development of the delivery plan all activities,
existing and new, will need the following
considered against principles:

1.	Delivery of the Economic Recovery, Renewal
& Transformation
2.	Alignment to one or more of the strategic
priorities
3. Outputs
4. Deliverability
5. Funding
6. Risk
In the development of the delivery plan and the
consideration of existing and new schemes, it will
also be important to consider what needs to stop,
what needs to continue, what needs to start and
where there may be gaps in interventions against
the strategic priorities that need to be filled, across
all phases of the strategy.

Working with our partners to get the
job done

Funding the strategy
A vast amount of funding has been allocated to
respond to the immediate crisis, including £38
million of funding to help towards the county
council’s efforts to manage the pandemic.

Working with our partners is critical to getting
the job done:

Government

In future phases of the strategy, many of the
projects and programmes that we will deliver and
support to deliver could either be entirely funded
by the private sector or locally using existing
funding sources. Where public sector funding is
required, we will ensure investment is prioritised
to deliver those projects that ensure the greatest
impact in achieving our vision and aims.

The county council works directly with many
government departments. In recent years this
has included the Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy on several skills projects,
the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government and particularly Homes England on
housing schemes including the proposal for a
new garden settlement in Stafford Borough, the
Department for Transport on a number of major
road schemes, the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport on the delivery of the superfast
broadband project and the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on a number
of funding schemes for rural areas and businesses.

In the longer-term, funding to the deliver the
strategy is more uncertain and will be dependent
on several factors. We have an opportunity to
explore different approaches to funding growth
as a county council as well as influencing how the
government progresses its various policy agendas
including ‘Fair-Funding’ for local government,
‘levelling-up’, devolution and the Shared Prosperity
Fund. We will continue to work with our partners,
including government, to shape and access
funding to deliver the strategy as appropriate.

Whilst devolution should provide greater autonomy
for local areas and this is something we will
support, it will be clearly be vital for us to continue
to work closely with government to deliver our
vision and aims through the crisis and beyond.
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What we’ll continue to do - laying the conditions for growth Cont...
	Trade agreements

Midlands Engine

	Consumer behaviour – persistence of
changing consumption and mobility
patterns

The Midlands Engine partnership brings together
public sector partners and businesses to
complement the activity of local and combined
authorities, LEPs, universities, businesses and
others.

	Supply chain readiness and pinch points
	Rural and urban economies e.g. food supply,
processing and consumers

The Midlands Engine Strategy sets out a collective
ambition for economic growth and prosperity
across the East and West Midlands. It aligns with
the national Industrial Strategy and highlights how
the region can build upon existing business sectors
and areas of opportunity. It highlights many of our
key industries, universities and employment areas
as places of national and global significance.

	Consequences of reported inflexibilities and
gaps in coverage of current government
business support measures
	Productivity and logistical consequences of
the large-scale switch to remote working
and e-commerce which, depending on
persistence, may have implications for long
term land-use and transportation policy and
planning

The Midlands Engine priorities are all vital to the
future economic growth of the Midlands and
Staffordshire and we will continue to proactively
engage in the Midlands Engine to support
investment in the area. Partners within the
Midlands Engine are currently considering priorities
in response to the COVID-19 crisis with emerging
themes including:

	Long term health and well-being
consequences of enforced isolation (health,
education, psychological)
	Vulnerability of the young to employment
effects and concerns about potential long
term ‘scarring’ impacts on labour market
participation and career progression

	Access to finance and cashflow
	Skills and labour supply (including
furloughing)

These themes clearly align closely to many of our
own priorities and we will continue to engage
with the Midlands Engine to shape the regional
response to the current crisis as appropriate.

	New business models including digitisation
	Social distancing and implications for
coming out of lockdown
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Chambers of Commerce and Federation for Small
Businesses. These organisations have a vital role
in having direct contact and working with our
business community.

Midlands Connect
Midlands Connect researches, develops and
recommends transport projects which will provide
the biggest possible economic and social benefits
for the Midlands and the rest of the UK. Through
Midlands Connect we are considering the wider
future requirements for investment in the strategic
road and rail network. We view this as being a key
mechanism for the development of connectivity
improvements, particularly investments by
Highways England and National Rail.

Staffordshire’s District / Borough Councils
Staffordshire County Council has a strong
track record of working proactively with the
Staffordshire district / borough councils, including
on many programmes that have had a substantial
positive impact on the local economy. We
need to work closely with our district / borough
councils as many, if not all, of our economic
programmes require a multi-disciplinary approach
with the county and district / borough councils
having different but complementary relevant
responsibilities. This includes the Districts /
Boroughs role as Local Planning Authorities.

The partnership is currently conducting a range
of studies in to how we can alleviate congestion
and support growth across several strategic
transport corridors that are within or affect
Staffordshire, particularly the A50/A500 corridor
and connectivity to the west of the West Midlands
conurbation. We are actively engaged in these
studies and future transport investment will
remain vital to supporting the future growth of
Staffordshire.

This Strategy recognises the importance of
Staffordshire as a place to the future recovery,
renewal and transformation of the local economy
and alongside planning policy responsibilities, the
districts / boroughs work and responsibilities to
reshape town centres, in tandem with the county
council’s roles particularly regarding infrastructure
delivery, will play a vital role in achieving the aims
of the strategy.

Enterprise Partnership
Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire Local
Enterprise Partnership
The Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) brings businesses
and local authorities together to drive economic
growth, create jobs and raise skills levels. Since
its inception, the county council has secured
a significant amount of investment through
the LEP for many projects across the county
including several roads, employment sites,
housing and business premises projects. The LEP
also has responsibility for the Stoke-on-Trent and
Staffordshire Growth Hub which provides support
services for our local businesses. It will clearly be
vital to continue to work with the LEP to secure
investment into Staffordshire moving forwards.
LEPs will have a role in bringing together partners
to consider wider strategic economic recovery
priorities across their geographies. The county
council will therefore continue to work with the
Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire LEP and all our
adjacent LEPs to ensure that the priorities across
the wider sub-region benefit Staffordshire, and vice
versa.
In addition to the LEP, the county council also
proactively works with our business representative
organisations, particularly the Staffordshire
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Governance
A governance model has been created within the county council to ensure effective decisionmaking and delivery through the immediate crisis, as set out below.

SLT GOLD

SCC PLANNING AND RECOVERY GROUP

STAFFORDSHIRE RESILIENCE FORUM
RECOVERY CO-ORDINATING GROUP

H&C SUBGROUPS
CLIMATE CHANGE

DIGITAL

PEOPLE

F&C SUBGROUPS

COMMUNITIES

CABINET MEMBER LEAD

FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

GROUPS TBC

GROUPS TBC

GROUPS TBC

GROUPS TBC

ECONOMY AND PROPERITY
(EI&S)

GROUPS TBC

EI&S SUBGROUPS
CORPORATE SERVICES
CS SUBGROUPS

that there is political engagement in the delivery
of the strategy throughout its duration through the
Staffordshire Leaders & Chief Executives Group.
The delivery of joint programmes will be managed
through existing and new locality working
arrangements, as appropriate.

Included within the governance model is
an ‘Economic Recovery Cell’ which has the
responsibility of delivering this strategy through
the ‘respond’ phase. Once we move into
the ‘recovery’ phase and beyond, the county
council’s usual governance models will manage
and monitor the delivery of this strategy and
supporting delivery plan(s), including scrutiny by
the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee
It will clearly be vital to ensure that we continue
to work proactively with all our partners in the
delivery of the strategy. We will need to continue
to work closely with our district / borough
councils and Stoke-on-Trent City Council; through
the Staffordshire Chief Executive Officers Group
we will establish a steering group of officers with
relevant responsibilities from the all of the local
authorities to consider and drive forward the
delivery of this Strategy and those of the districts
/ boroughs / city. We will also continue to ensure

To complement the work we do with the LEP we
will bring together a business advisory board to
help shape our thinking through a ‘Star Chamber’
with a limited number of representatives from
major businesses from key sectors across
Staffordshire. The ‘Star Chamber’ will help to
shape the delivery plan(s) and drive forward the
delivery of the strategy.
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Performance Monitoring
Detailed performance metrics will be dependent
upon the specific interventions made and are
therefore set out within the supporting delivery
plans. There are however several metrics that
are important in monitoring our performance
through the immediate crisis, including:

	Regular performance metrics to understand
state of learning and training including:
	People not in employment, education or
training (NEET)
			Learning and training provider failures

	Growth Hub support metrics

			Learner declines

	Redundancy and recruitment triage service
metrics

			Apprentices furloughed / made
redundant
	Regular performance metrics to understand
the state of transport including:

	Regular performance metrics to understand
state of local economy including:

			Passenger and provider declines

			Job losses by district and sector
			 Claimants
			Job vacancies

www.staffordshire.gov.uk
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Moving to a renewed and
strong economic landscape

Prosperous Staffordshire
Select Committee Work
Programme
2019/20
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This document sets out the work programme for the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee for 2019/20.
The Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee is responsible for scrutiny of highways infrastructure and connectivity, flood and water
management, education, learning and skills. As such the statutory education co-optees will sit on this committee. The Work Programme
is linked to the Vision, Outcomes and Priorities detailed in the Council’s Strategic Plan 2018-2022.
We review our work programme at every meeting. Sometimes we change it - if something important comes up during the year that we
think we should investigate as a priority. Our work results in recommendations for the County Council and other organisations about
how what they do can be improved, for the benefit of the people and communities of Staffordshire.
County Councillor Ian Parry
Chairman of the Prosperous Staffordshire Select Committee

Agenda Item 6

If you would like to know more about our work programme, please get in touch with Mandy Pattinson, Scrutiny and Support Manager,
01785 278502 or by emailing mandy.pattinson@staffordshire.gov.uk

Work Programme Items carried over from 2018/19
Item
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Post Brexit Economic Funding
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Anthony Hodge
Update on Elective Home
Education
Cabinet Members: Mark
Sutton/Philip White
Lead Officers: Tim Moss/Karl
Hobson
Follow Up on the
Reorganisation of Further and
Higher Education
Arrangements with Entrust
Cabinet Member: Philip White

Date of meeting
when item is due to
be considered
To be advised

Details

Requested at the Triangulation
Meeting on 17 October 2018.

At their meeting on 14 December
2018 the Committee agreed that they
wished to receive an update on EHE.

To be advised

Highways Infrastructure Asset 20 June 2019
Management Policy and
Strategy
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: James
Bailey/David Walters

Infrastucture+ and Lighting for 20 June 2019
Staffordshire Performance
Review
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: James Bailey
New Item: Staffordshire Air
20 June 2019

Requested at the meeting on 14
December 2018.

Additional Items for Discussion
To include feedback on the
Infrastructure+ Customer Outcomes
Group

Action/Outcome

(Government has promised full
consultation on the UK Shared
Prosperity Fund. Pre-decision
scrutiny).
Briefing Note

Check issue(s)

Item on HIAMP previously
scheduled for September to be
brought forward and included on
June agenda. The comments of the
Committee will be reported to the
August meeting of Cabinet.
Members requested additional
information on personal injury claims
and updated information on average
response time from enquiry to
inspection.
Members noted the update on
performance on the contract.

It was agreed that a further report on

Quality Projects
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: Clive
Thomson/Louise Clayton
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Work Programme Planning
Lead Officer: Tina Gould

20 June 2019

Education and Skills Strategy:
A Partnership Framework for
Staffordshire
(Previously known as School
Attainment and Improvement)
Cabinet Member: Philip White
Officer: Tim Moss

26 July 2019

Capital Funding for New
Schools
Cabinet Member: Philip White
Lead Officer: Andrew Marsden

26 July 2019

Economic Growth Programme
Update
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Anthony Hodge
Draft Strategic Infrastructure
Plan
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Anthony
Hodge/Mark Parkinson

3 October 2019

Six monthly updates requested. Last
considered on 1 March 2019.

3 October 2019

To include Delivering Housing in
Staffordshire.

Annual update on examination
results. (urgent, usually considered in
January).

the Air Quality Ministerial Directive
served on Newcastle Borough
Council and Stoke on Trent City
Council should be brought to a
future meeting.
Members agreed the inclusion of an
item on the capacity of Pupil
Referral Units to cope with
increasing numbers of referrals, and
scoping for a Working Group on
environmental issues.
Members requested that the
Strategy should include a paragraph
on the role of governors and that
open, honest and clear language
should be used. They also asked
that the size of the geographic
footprint covered by the Regional
Schools Commissioner be raised
with them.
Members requested that the Cabinet
Member investigate the utilisation of
Section 106 funding further to see if
further collaboration between
partners was achievable so that a
County-wide agreement could be
made.
The Cabiinet Member expressed his
appreciation to members for their
comments and questions.

The comments of the Committee
and invited speakers to be fed back
to Cabinet when they considered the
SIP on 16 October 2019.
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Update on Section 53
17 January 2020
Applications
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: Janene Cox/
Paula Dalton

Previously considered on 19 July
2018 and 18 January 2019.
Members may wish to continue to
monitor progress with dealing with
the backlog of Section 53
applications.

Update on the Education and
Skills Strategy
Cabinet Member: Philip White
Lead Officers: Tim Moss,
Andrew Marsden, Anthony
Baines
Alternative Education
Provision
Cabinet Member: Philip White
Lead Officer: Tim Moss

17 January 2020

At their meeting on 14 December
2018 the Committee agreed that they
wished to receive an update on the
progress on the Strategy.

17 January 2020

Item referred by the Safe and Strong
Communities Select Committee at
their meeting on 28 May 2019.

Staffordshire Library Service
2020-2025
Cabinet Member: Gill Heath
Lead Officer: Janene
Cox/Catherine Mann
Mititgation Plans for Cannock
Chase Special Area of
Conservation
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Janene
Cox/Sarah Bentley
Update on Countryside Estate
Review
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Janene
Cox/Sarah Bentley
Performance of the Highways

17 January 2020

Pre-decision scrutiny. (Further
adjustments to model to meet MTFS
savings).

16 April 2020

Pre-decision scrutiny.

To challenge progress made in
dealing with applications vs the
investment made.
The Committee agreed that it would
not be necessary to receive further
updates unless there were
significant changes to progress.
The Committee emphasised the
need for the Education and Skills
Strategic Group to bring about
improvement, with demonstrable
outcomes.
Members suggested training for
School Governors, particularly
around permanent exclusion, in
order to strengthen their role, and
also to assist them when setting up
policies in their schools.
Members’ comments would be
included in the report to be
considered by Cabinet at their
meeting on 19 February 2020.

16 April 2020

18 June 2020

Six monthly updates to Select
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Contract to include PFI Street
Lighting (new item)
Highways Infrastructure Asset
Management Plan
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: James Bailey
Community Learning Service
18 June 2020
– Outcomes from Investment
Cabinet Member: Philip White
Lead Officers: Anthony
Baines/Preeya Buckley
Delivering Housing in
12 November 2020
Staffordshire
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington/Mark Deaville
Lead Officer: Anthony Hodge
Superfast Broadband
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington
Lead Officer: Anthony
Hodge/Paul Chatwin
Staffordshire Air Quality
To be advised
Projects
Cabinet Member: Helen Fisher
Lead Officer: Clive
Thomson/Louise Clayton
Entrust - Progress
To be advised
Cabinet Member: Mark
Deaville
Lead Officer: Ian Turner

Local Industrial
Strategy/Strategic
Infrastruxcture Plan
Cabinet Member: Mark
Winnington

To be advised

Committee.

Six monthly updates requested. Last
considered on 1 March 2019.
NB Previous Vice Chairman’s
concern regarding County Council
ability to influence widths of roads on
new estates.
Briefing note with reference to map
that Members can access that
details coverage.

Pre-decision scrutiny.

Initial contract runs from 1.8.19 –
31.7.20, with option to extend for a
further 3 years. Update on contract;
contract performance. Impact of
change in local authority
expectations.
Item agreed at the Triangulation
Meeting on 30 October 2019.

Lead Officer: Anthony
Hodge/Mark Parkinson

SEND Working Group
Cabinet Member: Mark
Sutton
Lead Officer: Tim Moss
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Community Transport and the An Inquiry Day is to be
Supported Bus Network
held in April 2020.
Cabinet Member: Mark
Deaville
Lead Officer: Clive Thomson

How Well are Small and
An Inquiry Day is to be
Medium Sized Businesses
held.
Supported by Post 18
Education
Cabinet Member: Philip White

Working Groups
Three representatives of the
Committee will participate in
a Working Group to
consider the Joint local area
SEND inspection in
Staffordshire and draft
action plan. The Group has
met on 29.3.19. and
21.6.19. Details of dates of
meetings of South Staffs
Hubs have been sent to
Members of the Working
Group and they have been
advised to attend.
The Committee agreed to
monitor the impact of the
removal of bus subsidies
going forward. The Leader
of the Opposition also
requested that a report
come back to the
Committee on
benchmarking with other
local authorities. To include
issues in respect of public
transport and changes to
the Your Staffordshire Card
Scheme..
Agreed at the Triangulation
Meeting on 30 October
2019.

Officer: Anthony Baines

Membership
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Ian Parry (Chairman)
Tina Clements (Vice Chairman)
Keith Flunder
Syed Hussain
Julia Jessel
Ian Lawson
Kyle Robinson
David Smith
Simon Tagg
Bernard Williams
Mike Deakin (Co-optee)
Rev. Preb. Michael Metcalf (Co-optee)
Jessica Shulman (Co-optee)

Calendar of Committee Meetings at County Buildings, Martin
Street, Stafford ST16 2LH
20 June 2019
26 July 2019
3 October 2019
13 November 2019 - CANCELLED
17 January 2020
28 February 2020 - CANCELLED
16 April 2020 - CANCELLED
18 June 2020
24 July 2020
17 September 2020
12 November 2020
15 January 2021
26 February 2021
15 April 2021

Agenda Item 8

Not for publication by virtue of paragraph(s) 5
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
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